
 

 

Ritual for Enlivening a Statue 

 © Vicky Newton 2018 – with kind input from Jeff Cullen 

You will need 
• Statue 

• Central Fire 

• Spring Water  

• Small quantities of Cedar, Rue and 
Wormwood 

• Small Candle /Taper 

• Bunch of Bay Leaves 

• Scourge (leather or other material)  

• Offerings 

• Incense - preferably Frankincense 
and myrrh though other scents 
associated with God are 
appropriate 

• Lighting and music to taste 

 
Timing - auspicious timings for this ritual would be any occasion associated with the 
deity being invoked. This might include the full moon, special festivals or a dedication 
date already honoured. Going forward, Mark the date of this ritual and each year 
celebrate and renew the statue. 
 
Location - this should be performed in your preferred working space, particularly if it 
is also the permanent home of the statue. If you work outside and/or set up your 
sacred space according to need rather than having a permanent shrine you should 
perform the ritual in use your preferred working space and formally introduce the 
statue to its home between rituals separately. If the statue is to be kept out of sight it 
should be stored with reverence and wrapped in a soft black fabric.  
 

Process 

Gather all your equipment and set up your working environment. Place the statue 
before the central fire, representing divine presence, and create the space around 
this centre point. Open your ritual and establish your sacred space according to your 
own praxis and tradition however combine the lighting of the central flame with the 
invocation of to the God being invited into the statue. Traditional hymns or personal 
invocation written for the purpose are appropriate.  
 
Next, prepare the Lustral Water by mixing the herbs and water. In order to transfer 
the presence of the divine into the water light your taper from the central flame and 
extinguish it in the mixture. Place both of your hands above the water and recite your 
hymn / invocation to further bless the water. It is now ready to use in the purification 
of your statue and altar.  
 
Sprinkle your statue, working space and self with Lustral water. Traditionally this is 
done with a bunch of bay leaves however the fingers of your dominant hand will 
suffice. As you begin start your invitation to the reside to draw the God’s presence 
into your sacred space and shrine. As you come to the end of the dedication of the 
statue put down the Lustral water and take up your scourge. Your dedication should 
end with a thrice repeated invitation to enter the statue. With each invitation strike 
the statue with the scourge to awaken the divine presence within.   
 
Now is the time to make offerings of food and drink in thanks to God, which should 
be placed before the statue before any other devotional, ritual or spell work can 
continue.  
 

http://www.jeffcullenartistry.com/index.php
http://www.hellenicgods.org/chernips---khaernips---lustral-water


 

 

Ritual Notes 

On Lustral Water 

The herbs mixed in to create the Lustral Water are known to be sacred to Hekate, however 
both rue and cedar also appear in rituals to invite spirits into cult objects, namely skulls or 
figurines, in other contexts as well. For more on this reference Daniel Ogden's "Greek and 
Roman necromancy" see p. 133-134  
 
This means that the herbs as described here can also be used in rituals to enliven the 
statues of other deities in addition to Hekate however it would be advisable to substitute at 
least the wormwood for herbs more appropriate to the deity in question. 
 

On Flogging  

The act of flogging the statue is not a punitive act as one might first believe and is probably 
better described as an act of awakening. There is evidence in the poetry of Theocritus that 
the Arcadians would flog the statue of Pan when they were dissatisfied with the outcome of a 
hunt, believing the attention of the God had turned away from the business of the hunt to 
something else. By flogging the statue of the hunters were bringing the attention of the god 
back to them, thus securing future hunts. Incorporating this act into the ritual is thus in 
keeping with the aim of the ritual. For more on this see Philippe Borgeaud, 
"Pan," Encyclopaedia of Religion 

 

On the Invitation to Reside 

This portion, more than anything else, should be personally written by the operate, reflecting 
the devotion, hope and desires of the individual in relation to the deity being invoked. There 
are a number of PGM rituals for activating an enlivening a statue which may provide you with 
inspiration for writing this invitation however keep in mind that the final ritual act to 
consecrate the statue must be combined with the final invitation spoken three times.  
 
Personally, I started with PGM XII 201 - 296 and made adaptations to make it both a general 
operation for the enlivening of a statue and personalised it to Hekate.  
 
That being said, if you choose to go down this route there are other PGM rituals which may 
be more appropriate. Rather than leafing through the Betz translation you may find it easier 
to refer to Dr Skinners book Techniques Graco-Egyptian Magic. This book separates the 
PGM into like types which makes it a sort of primer for Betz, which presents the PGM and 
PDM as a single flowing document with little distinction.  


